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Have you been naughty or nice? Get set for Christmas with our brand new magical Annual! Enjoy Elf-themed activities, stories and makes in this charming new Annual and help make it the best Christmas holiday ever! Includes recipes, craft ideas, quizes,
puzzles, jokes, fun facts, etc.
Mattia Pascal endures a life of drudgery in a provincial town. Then, providentially, he discovers that he has been declared dead. Realizing he has a chance to start over, to do it right this time, he moves to a new city, adopts a new name, and a new course of
life—only to find that this new existence is as insufferable as the old one. But when he returns to the world he left behind, it's too late: his job is gone, his wife has remarried. Mattia Pascal's fate is to live on as the ghost of the man he was. An explorer of
identity and its mysteries, a connoisseur of black humor, Nobel Prize winner Luigi Pirandello is among the most teasing and profound of modern masters. The Late Mattia Pascal, here rendered into English by the outstanding translator William Weaver, offers
an irresistible introduction to this great writer's work
The therapeutic relationship in CBT is often reduced to a cursory description of establishing warmth, genuineness and empathy in order to foster a collaborative relationship. This does not reflect the different approaches needed to establish a therapeutic
partnership for the wide range of disorders and settings in which CBT is applied. This book takes a client group and disorder approach with chapters split into four sections: General issues in the therapeutic relationship in CBT Therapeutic relationship issues
in specific disorders Working with specific client groups Interpersonal considerations in particular delivery situations Each chapter outlines key challenges therapists face in a specific context, how to predict and prevent ruptures in the therapeutic alliance and
how to work with these ruptures when they occur. With clinical vignettes, dialogue examples and ‘tips for therapists' this book is key reading for CBT therapists at all levels.
A TIME magazine Top 10 Children's Book of 2015 The whimsical "autobiography" of an imaginary friend who doesn't know he's imaginary--perfect for fans of The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane and Toy Story Jaques Papier has the sneaking
suspicion that everyone except his sister Fleur hates him. Teachers ignore him when his hand is raised in class, he is never chosen for sports teams, and his parents often need to be reminded to set a place for him at the dinner table. But he is shocked
when he finally learns the truth: He is Fleur's imaginary friend! When he convinces Fleur to set him free, he begins a surprising and touching, and always funny quest to find himself--to figure out who Jacques Papier truly is, and where he belongs. Readers
will fall in love with Jacque's sweet, quirky voice as he gives them a look at life from an incredible new perspective
Giornale della libreria
Baby's Very First Slide and See Animals
Elf on the Shelf Official Annual 2020
Axel Scheffler's Flip Flap Farm
1000 Animals
A little fish has a big day In this sweet and simple story, a little fish rises from the sea to see the sun. After a long day of play, the little fish is ready for bed. This book is part of the Kika's First Books series, created by Altan for his young child. Kika's First Books are celebrating
their 40th anniversary with new publications in English after being loved in Italy for generations. These sweet little books make excellent read alouds for the youngest listeners. Kika's First Books explore common childhood themes and experiences and are lots of fun for little
ones. Xist Publishing is proud to present the Kika's First Books to a new generation of children. By bringing beloved stories from diverse cultures to new audiences, Xist Publishing celebrates childhood in all its beautiful forms. We hope your children will enjoy these stories and
discover a lifetime love of reading and love for all the people and creatures of the world.
Fingertrails and half-cuts in addition to sounds embedded in the page, make this an exciting experience. The bright, colourful artwork enhanced with cut-outs to peep through. Best of all, press the pages and bring the jungle to life with a croaking frogs, a shower of rain,
screeching parrots, roaring lions and other creatures. A delightful gift for a young child.
In a gripping thriller with a hint of Oliver Twist, a street kid and his dog are chasing an unlikely fortune — and dodging the thugs who would steal it. Twelve-year-old Bully has lost his mum and his old life. Living rough on the streets of London with his dog, Jack, he can’t imagine
a future. But one day he finds, tucked inside his most cherished possession—the last birthday card his mother ever gave him—a lottery ticket he bought her. And it’s a winner. A big winner. Suddenly there’s hope, if only he can get to his prize on time! But just as Bully’s
prospects open up, peril closes in. Now ruthless gangsters are in hot pursuit, and everyone wants a piece of him. Whom can he trust to help him retrieve what's his? And even if Bully does claim all that money, will he really be winning what he needs most? Michael Byrne's thrillpacked debut delivers the emotionally charged story of a boy whose luck has changed for the better, if only he can survive long enough to claim it.
Indulge in the perfect winter's day treat and escape to the snow-fringed fjords of Norway with The Christmas Lights, a delicious tale full of drama and mystery, heartache and hope by Sunday Times bestseller Karen Swan. Bo lives a life most people can only dream of. She and her
boyfriend Zac are paid to travel the globe, sharing their adventures with their online followers. And when Zac proposes, Bo's happiness is complete. With Christmas coming up, Bo can't wait to head to the snow-fringed fjords of Norway. Arriving at the picturesque and remote
hillside farmhouse that will be their home for the next few weeks, Bo's determined to enjoy a romantic Christmas under the Northern Lights. Everything should be perfect But the mountains hold secrets from the past and as temperatures plunge and tensions rise, Bo must face
up to the fact that a life which looks perfect to the outside world may not be the life she should be living... What readers are saying: 'This is a perfect winter's day read, that will have you utterly absorbed...' 'Full of intrigue, secrets, heartbreak, love' 'If you're after a book with a
truly Christmas feel, full of drama, mystery, heart and hope then The Christmas Lights is a book for you' 'Crammed with love, heartbreak and powerful secrets this Christmas story with substance is not to be missed!' 'The Christmas Lights is the perfect Christmas read . . . The
festive season can now commence!'
Baby Shark: Tin of Books
Baby's Very First Slide and See Farm
Noisy Farm Sounds
Viaggio in Mediterraneo
Nasreddine

There are dozens of different animals to discover in this fun and lively book. Use the stickers in the middle to bring each part of the zoo to life.
Introducing Montessori-inspired early childhood activity books! This book--with eight pages of stickers--does more than simply stimulate learning through play: it enhances the cognitive
development of the child. The activities become progressively more complex according to the three stages of a child's learning: getting to know the material through sensory experience,
recognizing the material, and being able to explain the material. Squares and circles, triangles and rectangles: the world is full of shapes and this entertaining book teaches preschoolers
to recognize each one.
Press the pages of this enchantingly illustrated book to hear the farmyard world come to life. Little children will love discovering the animals and all the other things making noises on
the busy farm; there's a noisy tractor, a crowing cockerel, buzzing bees, a mooing cow, cheaping chicks and more. Also includes lots of die-cuts and peep-holes alongside the sounds,
creating a multi-sensory, interactive activity. Provides a great introduction to farmyard animals with plenty of items to look and spot for eager eyes and little fingers.
Raffaello Borghini's Il Riposo (1584) is the most widely known Florentine document on the subject of the Counter-Reformation content of religious paintings. Despite its reputation as an arthistorical text, this is the first English-language translation of Il Riposo to be published. A distillation of the art gossip that was a feature of the Medici Grand Ducal court, Borghini's
treatise puts forth simple criteria for judging the quality of a work of art. Published sixteen years after the second edition of Giorgio Vasari's Vite, the text that set the standard for
art-historical writing during the period, Il Riposo focuses on important issues that Vasari avoided, ignored, or was oblivious to. Picking up where Vasari left off, Borghini deals with
artists who came after Michaelangelo and provides more comprehensive descriptions of artists who Vasari only touched upon such as Tintoretto, Veronese, Barocci, and the artists of Francesco
I's Studiolo. This text is also invaluable as a description of the mid-sixteenth century reaction against the style of the 'maniera,' which stressed the representation of self-consciously
convoluted figures in complicated works of art. The first art treatise specifically directed toward non-practitioners, Il Riposo gives unique insight into the early stages of art history as
a discipline, late Renaissance art and theory, and the Counter-Reformation in Italy.
Harry Potter Poster Coloring Book
Zoo
The Little Box of Life's Big Lessons
Confessions of an Imaginary Friend
Explorer Academy: The Double Helix (Book 3)
A new generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, inspired by the classic series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood! Learn relatable lessons with Daniel Tiger and his friends in this
collectible boxed set that includes four tiger-tastic board books! It’s a beautiful day in the neighborhood, so come along with Daniel Tiger and his friends for four grr-ific adventures!
This collection features a tab closure and carry-along handle, making it perfect for Daniel Tiger fans who love to take storytime on the go! This boxed set includes: Friends Help Each Other
Thank You Day Daniel Plays at School Daniel Learns to Share © 2019 The Fred Rogers Company
Beyond Hawkins Lab, Starcourt Mall, Dungeons and Dragons, Monsters, and Mindflayers, the powerful children that have escaped from Hawkins Lab are out in the world, trying to live normal
lives, but it comes at a steep cost. Nine was left behind in Hawkins Lab, comatose and alone. Now she lives in a fractured reality of her own creation under the watchful eyes of doctors who
have no idea about the psychic volcano building insider her that erupt at any moment, obliterating their entire hospital. Three and Nine's twin sister both escaped Hawkins lab several years
ago and have been on the run ever since. They had just settled down into a new life when, all of the sudden, the lab has made the national news. With the veil of normalcy completely
shattered, they pack everything they have and hit the road, hoping to find and help any of the other kids they can. When Kali (number Eight) informs them that Nine is still alive it becomes
a race against the clock to save a beloved sister, from the doctors that keep her, as well as the delusions that threaten to fracture her psyche beyond repair. Perfectly penned by writer
Jody Houser (Critical Role, Star Wars: Tie Fighter) with kinetic pencils by Ryan Kelly (New York Four, Star Wars) and tight inks by Le Beau Underwood (Catwoman, Immortal Hulk) this third
book in the Stranger Things comics line takes the story to brand new territory. Collects Stranger Things: Into the Fire #1-#4.
This exciting adventure story follows a family of slaves in the USA in 1860 as they escape from a cotton plantation via the legendary Underground Railroad. An enthralling story of courage
and resilience, centring on 10-year-old Tommy, it will fascinate children who might not know much about this secret escape route into Canada that was used by as many as 100,000 people. Tenyear-old Tommy roams the cotton fields of Alabama owned by the notorious Captain Archer. Intimidating guards with fierce dogs protect the land to prevent any slaves from leaving. That is
until a supernatural spirit visits Tommy offering a way out. With his banjo slung over his shoulder, Peg Leg Joe guides Tommy, his family and other slaves out of Southern USA, and into
Canada through the legendary Underground Railroads. Stretched for miles across the country's vastness, the network famously facilitated more than 100,000 slaves to a new life. For Tommy and
his family, the escape is far from an easy ride. The young boy is forced to mature through this testing period and allow his strong will to guide himself and others to safety under the
guidance of Peg Leg Joe. Set in the 19th century, D'Adamo's well-constructed novel tells a story distant in time, remains grounded in a reality that still exists today. Millions of people
across the globe continue to be enslaved, including children.
A new generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, inspired by the classic series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood! Wind down from a busy day and get ready for bed with Daniel Tiger
in this 8x8 storybook. It’s almost time for Daniel Tiger to say goodnight, but there’s still so much to do! There’s play time and then bath time…and don’t forget tooth-brushing time!
Finally it’s time to get cozy under the covers for story time and a special goodnight song. Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood fans will love winding down their busy day with their favorite friend
before snuggling into their own beds to say goodnight! © 2014 The Fred Rogers Company.
Good Wives
Shapes
Jane Austen: A Family Record
Daniel Learns to Share; Friends Help Each Other; Thank You Day; Daniel Plays at School
with audio recording
The mystery deepens and the action intensifies for 12-year-old Cruz Coronado and friends in the exciting third book in the Explorer Academy series. The adventure continues for Cruz, Emmett, Sailor, and Bryndis as
they continue their studies at sea and travel to exotic locations around the world. A mysterious person alerts Cruz to impending danger while he and a few trusted pals explore ancient ruins in Petra, Jordan, and search
for another piece of the puzzle his mother left behind. Worst of all, now his father has gone missing, which prompts Aunt Marisol, his number one protector, to leave the ship in search of him. Who is the new professor
who takes her place? How does the new technology he introduces help or hurt Cruz's quest? Why is Nebula determined to stop Cruz before he turns 13? The clock is ticking as his first teen birthday draws near ... a
milestone that will change his life forever, one way or another.
From the heraldry of the four Hogwarts houses to the extravagant wares of Weasleys’ Wizard Wheezes, the world of Harry Potter overflows with radiant color. Featuring artwork from the hugely successful Harry Potter
Coloring Book and Harry Potter Creatures Coloring Book, this special poster collection features twenty stunning, one-sided prints that are perfect for coloring. From fan-favorite characters and scenes to creatures and
gorgeous patterns inspired by the wizarding world, each detailed illustration is printed on high-quality card stock and can be easily removed for displaying. Includes two EXCLUSIVE images that you can't find in any of
the other coloring books!
A mother reflects on the all the milestones, from walking in a deep wood to holding someone else's hand, that her child will achieve during life.
Originally published in 1970, Knots consists of a series of dialogue-scenarios that can be read as poems or brief plays, each complete in itself. Each chapter describes a different kind of relationship: the "knots" of the
title: bonds of love, dependency, uncertainty, jealousy. The dialogues could be those between lovers, between parents and children, between analysts and patients or all of these merged together. Each brilliantly
demonstrates Laing's insights into the intricacies of human relationships.
Immagini, incontri, riflessioni di un velista curioso. Ediz. illustrata
A Gorgeous Christmas Romance Full of Love, Loss and Secrets
Jungle Sounds
Goodnight, Daniel Tiger
Miscellanea
This book is the outcome of years of research in Austen archives, and stems from the original family biography by W. and R. A. Austen-Leigh, Jane Austen: her Life and Letters. Jane Austen, A Family Record was first published in 1989, and this new edition incorporates information that has come to light
since then, and provides new illustrations and updated family trees. Le Faye gives a detailed account of Austen s life and literary career. She has collected together documented facts as well as the traditions concerning the novelist, and places her within the context of a widespread, affectionate and talented
family group. Readers will learn how Austen transformed the stuff of her peaceful life in the Hampshire countryside into six novels that are amongst the most popular in the English language. This fascinating record of Austen and her family will be of great interest to general readers and scholars alike.
What do you get if you cross a pig with a turkey? Why, that would be a purkey And a sheep with a rabbit? That would be a shabbit, of course This is a very silly but absolutely compelling book that will charm the whole family.
A new strand in the ever-expanding and hugely popular Baby's Very First series. This engaging, interactive board book is specially designed for very young children. It's full of vivid colours, stylish illustrations and friendly farm animals. Simple slider mechanisms allow the pictures to be transformed, as a
monkey swings through the trees, a fish changes its spots and more.
Part of a brand new series, from the team that brought you Baby's Very First Play Books, this engaging, interactive board book is specially designed for very young children, full of vivid colours, stylish illustrations and friendly animals. Simple slider mechanisms allow a picture to be transformed, as a bush
baby peers out from his tree trunk home, some meerkats pop up from their underground burrows, a monkey swings through the trees.
Meet the Woodland Folk
Un poligrafo del settecento
Knots
Back to the Future
(Original Story with Original Illustrations by John Tenniel)

Ci troviamo immersi nel cuore del Mediterraneo in luoghi alla portata di tutti, lungo un percorso fatto a più riprese nel corso di cinque anni, da un velista-viaggiatore che un giorno decide di lasciare il proprio ormeggio che occupava da anni, per fare prua
verso est regalandosi il tempo necessario per conoscere e assaporare appieno il fascino unico del Mediterraneo. La decisione di lasciare un porto simpatico e sicuro della Liguria e di vagabondare per il Mediterraneo si è rivelata una scelta vincente, che ha
rinvigorito la mia passione per la barca a vela. Anche perché sono convinto che il Mediterraneo è il più bel mare del mondo, un mare che non finisce mai di stupire. Il libro non ha l’obiettivo di essere una guida nautica, bensì traccia svariate rotte interessanti,
soprattutto tra le isole della Grecia e della Turchia, che sono descritte attraverso l’occhio curioso e indagatore di un giornalista-viaggiatore che ama farsi raccontare i posti da persone native del luogo e dai personaggi che popolano il mare, figure spesso
atipiche, che attraverso il loro passato spiegano il loro presente e le loro aspettative. Il solitario Alain Capon, i vagabondi Jackie e David, lo scultore Skevos Vrondos, il padre dei marina turchi Hasan Kacmaz sono solo alcuni dei personaggi che animano le
pagine di questo libro. L’aspetto di gran lunga più importante di questo modo di andar per mare, al di là di immergersi nella bellezza e nelle peculiarità dei luoghi, al di là del piacere di navigare, è però un altro. Si tratta del sentirsi più aperti al rapporto con gl
altri, di una particolare predisposizione ad incontrare persone con le quali vivere brevi ma intensi rapporti umani. L’autore ci porta anche a conoscere i luoghi al di là del porto e del suo lungomare per inoltrarsi nel suo entroterra, salire su colline e montagne
e godersi lo spettacolo dall’alto attraverso stupendi itinerari naturalistici. Lo spirito di questo velista curioso trova piena realizzazione anche in un importante apparato fotografico di 72 pagine, che traducono in colori e immagini i personaggi incontrati e i luoghi
visitati. Questa non è un’impresa, ma semplicemente un gran bel viaggio per mare, che ha regalato momenti ed emozioni indimenticabili all’autore e al suo equipaggio.
"Very First Words is a bright and lively picture word book for the very young, with over 100 objects to spot and name"--Back cover.
Synopsis coming soon.......
After "Little Women's" immediate commercial and critical success readers demanded to know more about Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy. In "Good Wives", Louisa May Alcott follows the dinamic life of the beloved March sisters and their further character
development. The novel together with its sequels "Little Men", and "Jo's Boys", has been one of the most widely read in the world. It has inspired numerous adaptations including a 2019 movie starring Emma Watson with six Academy Award nominations.
Louisa May Alcott (1832 – 1888) was an American novelist, short story writer and poet.Having grown up in poverty, May Alcott was a passionate advocate for women's rights and abolitionist. She is best known as the author of the March Family Series: "Little
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Women", "Good Wives", "Little Men" and "Jo's Boys". The story of the March sisters has inspired numerous adaptations including a 2019 movie starring Emma Watson with six Academy Award nominations.
Oh, Freedom!
Stranger Things: Into the Fire (Graphic Novel)
Studi di letteratura italiana
Raffaello Borghini's Il Riposo
Very First Words
As Nasreddine and his father take dates, wool, chickens, or watermelon to market, people tease them no matter who is riding their donkey, and this causes Nasreddine embarrassment until his father helps
him to understand.
In 1862 Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a shy Oxford mathematician with a stammer, created a story about a little girl tumbling down a rabbit hole. Thus began the immortal adventures of Alice, perhaps the most
popular heroine in English literature. Matte Cover 8.5x11' Can be used as a coloring book
This collectable tin includes three great activity books, a beautiful storybook and five sticker sheets!
Swim, Little Fish
The Late Mattia Pascal
Someday
A Memoir by Jacques Papier
Otto/novecento
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